
 

 

Video Cafe Wednesday 20 March 2024 
Provisional Program. 
 
'Sono sfiorite le rose’. Flavio Sciolè 
2022 colore 13'58" 4K  12A 
Synopsis 
A film for the italian poet Dino Campana 
 
 
PSYCO VHS     Flavio Sciolè 
2023 Color 2'38" HD  12 
Synopsis 
A digital tribute to Psycho and VHS. 
 
 
DESTRUTTURA 70   Flavio Sciolè 
2019 Color 5'39" HD.  12 
Synopsis: a human deconstruction. 
 
 
BEATOPTICALTV MMXX  Flavio Sciolè 
2020 1' Color HD 12 
 
Boy     Ben Robles-Acosta 12A   24 mins 
A teenager struggles to come to terms with his mental health while trying to cope with his 
studies, his peers and his family around him. 
 
 
Run To The River. By Anuparna Roy.  25 mins. 12A 
Pakhi, a little girl from a downtrodden society of British Bengal, dreams to see the river, at 
least once in her life. Her widow friend, Khandi tells Pakhi about her secret visit to the 
river. She says the river can only set one!s soul free. But unfortunately her dream shatters 
and fades into the cruelty of child marriage. In the journey of discovering the river she finds 
herself caged untill she becomes a widow like her friend.  
 
Beneath a Mother's Feet.  12A  16 mins   Elias Suhail.   
A single mother in Morocco, trapped in a mundane existence, confronts her dreams and 
fears, leading to the agonising decision to forsake all she knows, even her children. 
 
 
 
The Walk.  Michael Jobling  12A     12 mins 
Pilgrimage or purgatory? Each Wednesday Amar endures a 24-mile trip on foot to the 
JobCentre to sign on. Today the walk is particularly grueling as he grapples with the death 
of his father, avoiding a phone call he's too ashamed to face. 
 
 
Ruth.  Paul Romero Mendez.  12.      13 mins 



 

 

Ruth is the story of an elderly lady with dementia who becomes lost within her own home. 
As she tries to find answers, she ends up losing herself further, confusing reality with 
memories of her past self.  
 
Bully Martin Stocks    12A    9 mins 
A dinner party goes off the rails when the host suspects a surprise guest is his childhood 
bully. 
 
Madhero     William Grave  12  12 mins.   
His curse was his blessing. In this short documentary, singer songwriter Jean Claude 
Madhero retells how his homeless experience on the streets of Paris fifty years ago made 
him the artist he is today. 
 
In My Day.    William Grave 12A. 14 mins.   
In this black and white short drama, Asif is in a loving relationship with his white British 
girlfriend, Michelle. But, the local far-right skinheads in the city and her parents in the 
countryside aren!t accepting of him and their relationship. The true reason for their hostility 
is only revealed at the end. 
 
The Graveyard Caretaker. By Molly Brown 5. Mins. 12A 
A graveyard caretaker dreams of becoming a dancer. 
 
OFFICE ROYALE.    Sam Baron 15 13 mins 
Seven employees. Seven bullets. One new boss. 
 
TIPPY TOES.  Louis Paxton  15  14 mins 
Sam is a nice guy. Maybe too nice 
 
Finding Melania    Sarah Calver & Evie Fehilly 15. 12min  
A surreal comedy proposing that years after the Trumps lose the Presidency Melania is 
discovered still living in the Bowels of the White House playing out her dreams and 
fantasies. 
 
 
COUPLES RETREAT PART 2.  Michael Hippolyte Jr. 15 30 mins  
Hapless in love, Rebecca decides to go away with her mystery man on a romantic 
weekend…… 
 


